
Week 4 - February 28, 2017

Our journey
Feb 7     what’s in a genome? 
              paternity, forensic & ancestry 
Feb 14   types of genetic tests, carrier & 
               diagnostic
Feb 21   pharmacogenomics, cancer,  
               complex disease & 
Feb 28   testing considerations, 
               when to test, what lies ahead



Bitter Taste ?

bitter taste is hypothesized to be an 
evolutionary response to detect 

poisonous compounds

Phenylthiocarbamide (PTC)

bitter taste: many of the molecules 
that we perceive as bitter are 

produced by plants

Perception of taste ?

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/basics/ptc/images/taste.png

Kim et al. J. Dent Res (2004)
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where is this gene? ?

TAS2R38

rs1726866 - DNA variant A or G
A = silent     G = working

TAS2R38 - encodes a 333 
amino acid protein that serves 
as a bitter taste receptor 
 - gene is 1,143 nucleotides 
long 
 - 3 key variants in this gene

rs713598 - DNA variant G or C
G = silent    C = working 

rs10246939 - DNA variant A or G
A = silent     G = working

Variation in this gene ?
TAS2R38 gene 3 common DNA variants

these 3 variants together determine most of the 
ability to taste specific bitter substances

5’3’

rs713598 
(G  or  C)

rs1726866 
(A  or   G)

rs10246939 
(A  or   G)

 A    A    G  = from mom
 A    A    G  = from dad  Neil’s DNA

          G     G    C  = Taster  A    A    G  = Non-Taster
Most Common Combinations:



Perception of taste ?
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Kim et al. J. Dent Res (2004)

the 3 DNA variants change 
the amino acids in the 

receptor protein, changing 
its shape
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?

rs1726866 - DNA variant A or G
A = silent     G = working

“genetic testing”

paternity/maternity testing

forensic testing

ancestry testing

carrier testing

diagnostic testing

cancer testing

pharmacogenomic testing

complex disease testing

Identity Clinical

elective testing



how should testing be reimbursed?
how is consent appropriately obtained?

what about direct to consumer testing?
how should elective testing be handled?

who should receive testing?

“genetic testing”

carrier testing

diagnostic testing

cancer testing

pharmacogenomic testing

complex disease testing

elective testing

ClinicalEthical, Social, Legal Questions
it is clinical standard of care?

will this lead to unnecessary additional testing?
does it result in patient anxiety or stigmatization?

is there a minimum age for testing?

When Should Genetic 
Testing Be Offered….?



Prenatally NIPT - noninvasive prenatal testing

• analyzes placental DNA circulating in maternal 
bloodstream (Cell Free DNA - cfDNA)

• accurate for detecting trisomy 21 & trisomy 
18 but somewhat less reliable for trisomy 
13 and sex chromosome abnormalities 

• performed after 10th week of pregnancy

• not a routine prenatal test - requires some 
indication (age, prior positive screen, etc.)

• has rapidly been incorporated into prenatal 
testing - 2M tests worldwide in the first 5 years JAMA. 2015;314(2):198. doi:10.1001/jama.2015.7655

• led to a 75% decrease in invasive procedures this is a screening test - not a 
confirmative diagnostic test

Newborn/Infant
• current newborn screening is 

primarily biochemical (looking at 
levels of proteins, amino acids, 
metabolites) in baby’s blood

• mandated - number of tests vary 
from state to state

should this be expanded to genomic screening?

• identifies rare disorders that 
have life-saving interventions



Newborn/Infant

Infant/toddler/childhood
healthy children

• American Academy of Pediatrics & 
American College of Medical Genetics/
Genomics suggest elective testing not 
be performed on children

• children have the right to an “open future”

• may lead to discrimination/stigmatization
• insurance
• employability
• self-image



Infant/toddler/childhood
affected children

• context and the cost/benefit scale 
changes

• issues around secondary findings still relevant
• depends upon the condition the child has

adulthood
• diagnostic sequencing • elective sequencing

• the mis-use of the information
• discrimination/stigmatization
• higher follow-on testing

• misperception that genetic 
information is deterministic

• insurability

• the impact of the data on 
family members

concerns about 

Credit: Jane Ades, NHGRI



adult adoptees

• adoptees have no family history 
- can elective genomic 
sequencing fill in some of these 
gaps?

Tom May, PhD
http://nymag.com/scienceofus/2017/01/how-adoptees-fill-the-gaps-in-their-family-

medical-history.html?mid=twitter_scienceofus

Clinical Utility of genetic risk information depends on 2 use cases:
1. Genetic risk information will outperform or 
dramatically improve other risk predictors. 

For common diseases, so far, the answer is no - 
most are heavily influenced by social factors such 
as diet, physical activity or social disadvantage 
(education, occupation, access to healthcare)

Elective Sequencing: Is there clinical value in 
knowing one’s genetic information? 

2. Knowledge of increased genetic risk will lead to the 
pursuit of a healthier lifestyle. 

Here too, for now the answer is no - a meta-analysis 
of 18 studies suggests genetic risk knowledge does 
not result in lasting changes in behavior.



• satisfaction in knowing more 
about one’s genome

• discovering an important, 
actionable condition not 
previously known

• understanding more about 
recessive reproductive risks 
(carrier status)

• insight into drug decisions
• assurance of being generally 

normal and typical
• supplement to family history

Pros and Cons of “elective” genomes
Pros Cons

• disappointment in how little is 
actually interpretable

• decisional regret - receiving 
information that cannot be un-
learned

• loss of privacy
• false expectations of the impact in 

management of care
• misinterpretation of variants of 

uncertain significance
• overscreening for minimal risk 

findings

Lindor, N.M., Thibodeau, S.N., Burke W. Whole-Genome Sequencing in Healthy People. Mayo Clin Proc. January 2017;92(1):159-172

• There is a great deal of information to be gleaned from our genome 
✦ some of the data provides answers about our identify 
✦ some is clinically very useful 
✦ much is still poorly understood 
✦ value is often in the eye of the beholder

• Genomic data not only impacts ourselves, but others who share that 
same information

• Decision-making regarding the pros and cons of knowing genomic 
information must by contextual

Key messages from this series

• The right “to know” and “not to know” are both valid, within context



Now what?

consider testing

consider participating in research 
studies

• ancestry 
• pharmacogenomics 
• elective genomes



• diagnostic testing 
✦ undiagnosed/rare diseases 
✦ cancer 

• healthcare education 
• insurer coverage for 

clinically relevant 
diagnoses

be an advocate

http://hudsonalpha.org/hero-fund-donation

be a supporter



stay curious
I have no special 
talents. I am only 
passionately 

curious.
Albert Einstein


